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If you want to discover the final and true state of yoga, then keep reading…You have just
discovered "Samadhi: Unlocking the Different Stages of Samadhi According to the Yoga Sutras
of Patanjali," the ultimate source of information about everything related to practicing Samadhi
yoga.Whether you are a beginner or experienced yoga practitioner, or just someone interested
in the practice, this book will feed your curiosity about the entire Samadhi practice.The most
incredible thing about this book is that it can motivate and inspire you to start your journey
towards reaching Samadhi as soon as possible. It will arm you with all the relevant and up-to-
date information about the practice. It can even teach you the most modern techniques for
practicing Samadhi.Complex concepts and terms of Samadhi are also explained in a simple and
easy-to-understand manner.With this book, you will discover:Relevant information about the
yoga sutras.Who Patanjali is, and easy-to-understand concepts about the yoga sutras he
introduced to the world.A brief history of ashtanga yoga.The 8-fold path of yoga and how
important it is when trying to reach Samadhi.The different stages and types of Samadhi.Benefits
of attaining Samadhi.How to reach Kaivalya, the ultimate goal of Samadhi.Modern techniques
for practicing Samadhi.How to make Samadhi yoga and meditation a part of your life.And much
more!Through all the information in this book, you will learn about the secrets of finding genuine
happiness and peace.You can now achieve this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to make a
significant improvement in the way you live your life, as Samadhi will open your eyes and mind to
things that truly matter.Get this book now and prepare for an amazing journey that will surely
change your life for the better. 

About the AuthorJanet Matthews is a retired head-teacher of a center for pupils with emotional
and behavioral problems. She has a diploma (Dip ION) in nutritional practice from the Institute of
Optimum Nutrition in London and has had an active interest in health and personal development
for many years. Her other qualifications include:- Life Coaching Certificate Life Coaching
Diploma Enneagram Teacher (part 1) MBTI Practitioner Metabolic Typing Practitioner Janet has
been writing online as a ghostwriter for over 6 years. She has several health related blogs of her
own and has been a guest writer for other blogs and websites on the subject of health and well-
being. Janet has now written 2 health related books and has plans for many more in a series of
self help, health and well-being books. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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SamadhiUnlocking the Different Stages of Samadhi According to the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali©
Copyright 2020The content contained within this book may not be reproduced, duplicated or
transmitted without direct written permission from the author or the publisher.Under no
circumstances will any blame or legal responsibility be held against the publisher, or author, for
any damages, reparation, or monetary loss due to the information contained within this book,
either directly or indirectly.Legal Notice:This book is copyright protected. It is only for personal
use. You cannot amend, distribute, sell, use, quote or paraphrase any part, or the content within
this book, without the consent of the author or publisher.Disclaimer Notice:Please note the
information contained within this document is for educational and entertainment purposes only.
All effort has been executed to present accurate, up to date, reliable, complete information. No
warranties of any kind are declared or implied. Readers acknowledge that the author is not
engaging in the rendering of legal, financial, medical or professional advice. The content within
this book has been derived from various sources. Please consult a licensed professional before
attempting any techniques outlined in this book.By reading this document, the reader agrees
that under no circumstances is the author responsible for any losses, direct or indirect, that are
incurred as a result of the use of information contained within this document, including, but not
limited to, errors, omissions, or inaccuracies.Your Free GiftThanks for downloading this book! If
you want to learn more about various spirituality topics, then join Mari Silva's community and get
a free guided meditation MP3 for awakening your third eye. This guided meditation mp3 is
designed to open and strengthen ones third eye so you can experience a higher state of
consciousness.Table of ContentsIntroductionPART ONE: IntroductionChapter 1: Introduction to
Yoga SutrasChapter 2: Ashtanga Yoga: The Pre-Requisites for SamadhiChapter 3: Samadhi
Pada: The Basics of SamadhiPART TWO: Stages of SamadhiChapter 4: Four Crucial Stages of
SamadhiChapter 5: The First Stage: Savikalpa SamadhiChapter 6: The Second Stage:
Nirvikalpa SamadhiChapter 7: The Final Stage: Dharma Megha SamadhiChapter 8: The Path of
Elevation of AwarenessChapter 9: Kaivalya StatePART THREE: Samadhi Applications in Daily
LifeChapter 10: The Benefits of Samadhi PracticeChapter 11: Training the Body and
MindChapter 12: The Unification of PathsConclusionHere’s another book by Mari Silva that you
might likeYour Free GiftReferencesIntroductionAre you interested in practicing yoga but don't
know where to start? Or are you a yoga practitioner who wants to know more about this practice
and understand the principles and philosophies behind it? If you answered yes, then you will
discover how useful it is to study Samadhi, the state that can bring you more happiness, money,
and otherworldly things can't provide.It is the state wherein you have full control of your senses
while receiving more than enough power to achieve the divine. When you reach this state of
yoga, you will notice your body becoming united with the venerable. It is not easy to achieve and
requires dedicated effort, commitment, and practice.This is where this book, Samadhi:
Unlocking the Different Stages of Samadhi According to the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, can help
you. It has up-to-date information about Samadhi to guide you throughout your journey towards
trying to attain it. This book is written so even beginners can easily understand it and is



comprehensive.While you can't force yourself to reach the state of Samadhi, the knowledge this
book provides will help you make it happen spontaneously, similar to when meditating. By the
end of this book, it will be easy for you to experience Samadhi, which will allow you to become
more conscious of your mind.The state of Samadhi is comparable to deep sleep, except you are
fully conscious while you are experiencing Samadhi. Your ability to reach this state makes it
possible for you to take full advantage of the power of yoga, not only on your mental and
emotional health but also for improving your physical fitness.PART ONE: IntroductionChapter 1:
Introduction to Yoga SutrasWhether you are a beginner or an experienced yoga practitioner, you
know that yoga holds so much more significance than the things you do on the mat. The poses
performed and executed on your mat hold more meaning than what others see and believe.One
thing about yoga that makes it significant to the lives of its practitioners is the yoga sutra. Penned
by Patanjali, a famous yoga philosopher, around two thousand to three thousand years ago, the
yoga sutras consist of a set of texts designed to guide you in reaching a happier and more
satisfied and enlightened life.Practicing yoga while embracing these sutras drives you to be in a
state wherein you will live a life full of happiness, intention, and purpose. This set of meaningful
texts can provide ancient wisdom applicable even in the modern world, pushing you in the right
direction and giving you fresh perspectives on things.What Should You Know About Yoga
Sutras?Basically, you can view the yoga sutra as a practical and meaningful textbook serving as
your guide during your journey towards attaining peace, happiness, and spiritual enlightenment.
Note that yoga's real purpose is to unite your body, soul, spirit, and mind.Based on . yoga
principles, humans tend to suffer due to the illusion that their individual consciousness is
separate from Brahman or the universal consciousness. Helped by the yoga sutras, you will be
guided during your spiritual journey so you can constantly remind yourself of such an important
union and forget the illusion of separation.Composed of 196 truths (texts or aphorisms) – with
each tackling a unique steppingstone and bringing you closer to enlightenment through yoga,
you will get what you want from the practice. The 196 texts in the yoga sutras are only simple
and short verses, but they have full and in-depth meaning. Each text provides practical wisdom.If
you intend to follow spiritual yoga, you can meditate or study these sutras regularly. You can
even put the wisdom conveyed by each text into practice by applying and using it in your daily
life. This means applying what you have learned from the sutras even when you are no longer
meditating or practicing yoga.But know, just like other yogic texts, digesting and understanding
the sutras and putting them into actual practice requires time, effort, and patience. Still, with
dedication and commitment, and the willingness to understand the deeper meaning of each text
and their individual application to your daily life, you can finally achieve your desired results from
yoga.The best way to have a clear grasp of the yoga sutras is to find or choose the perfect
translation. Note that the texts were originally in Sanskrit, so finding the most appropriate
translations is necessary for understanding their meaning. The sutras have been translated so
often that some knowledge and principles of Patanjali's teachings have been lost.The yoga
sutras are cryptic yet short sentences. You will have a hard time understanding each one,



especially if you do not seek an expert's help. To understand the sutras' meaning, go for those
translations presented by equally respected and highly renowned sages, like B.K.S. Iyengar,
Swami Satchidananda, and Swami Jnaneshyara Bharati.These men provided the most sensical
analysis and translations of the yoga sutras. Just remember these sages have conflicting views,
though those different opinions do not arise from them competing. Their individual translations
show what their beliefs are regarding the teachings that Patanjali communicates to yoga
practitioners.Who is Patanjali?It was Patanjali who composed and devised the yoga sutras.
While there is only a little information about Patanjali some still presumed that he was an Indian.
Most believed that he lived during the 2nd and 4th centuries BC.Aside from the yoga sutras,
Patanjali also gained credits for a couple of other writings, like a commentary on the basic
Ayurveda text known as Charaka Samhita and the treatise of Sanskrit grammar called
Mahabhasya. Patanjali was also recognized because of three major aspects of knowledge - an
incredible psychologist as he imparts yoga knowledge for mind purification, a fantastic doctor for
giving people the Ayurveda science for body purification, and grammarian for developing the
Mahabhasya designed to purify one's speech.Sage Patanjali offered the world a nice gift as he
brought such a profound and intellectual philosophy into life. Patanjali presented this gift in the
form of yoga sutras and in such a way that even the average seeker of spirituality can easily use
and follow. So, it is one of those roadmaps that anyone interested in yoga can follow towards
reaching enlightenment.Fortunately, yoga sutras are translated and commented on by many
people, making it connect to anyone who seeks happiness and enlightenment from the practice.
One of the most famous translations/commentaries of the yoga sutras is that provided by
Vyasa.Vyasa provided the most authoritative commentary, though it is also the hardest to
understand, as obscure terminologies accompany it. Despite the somewhat difficult ways of
decoding each sutra's meaning, its relevance to the modern yogi is still undeniable. It is still
relevant up to today, even when its global release happened more than a thousand years
already.With Patanjali's yoga sutras, you will receive a few important words of wisdom,
inspiration, and direction. All these are useful in determining how you can enjoy a more fulfilling
and meaningful life.Chapters of Yoga SutrasOne thing to know about yoga sutras is that they
come in four chapters. Sutras means threads, specifically the succinct and elegant threads of
knowledge that let you get deeper into yoga's core and essential meaning.However, there are
still a few who continue to debate whether yogis can gain similar benefits from the sutras
translated into English than when trying to read them in their original Sanskrit forms. A few
controversies as to the number of chapters came out as others say it should be only three since
the remaining ones are already redundant.Despite that, it helps to understand its four originally
known chapters, namely:Samadhi PadaThe focus of this first chapter of the yoga sutras, the
Samadhi Pada, is enlightenment. It focuses more on meditation and concentration. Containing
around 51 sutras, it tackles the exact process of becoming one. It was named Samadhi Pada
because yoga serves as Samadhi's culmination. Patanjali started with the sutras here to
enlighten the inner soul of the seeker or Sadhaka.The sutras in this chapter talk about yoga



definitions, the obstacles you might encounter when trying to achieve its benefits, the main
purposes of practicing yoga, and how important it is to practice it constantly. The yoga sutras in
Samadhi Pada also tackle vairagya, which is all about finding ways to detach yourself from
material experiences.To show you about the sutras in this specific chapter, here are its
contents:• Yoga sutras 1.1 to 1.4 – focus on defining yoga as far as purifying the mind is
concerned.• Yoga sutras 1.5 to 1.11 – tackle mental fluctuations diminished or eliminated by
yoga. These mental fluctuations include Pranama or right cognition, Viparyaya or
misconception, Vikalpa or imagination, Nidra or sleep, and smriti or memory.• Yoga sutras 1.12
to 1.16 – detailed explanations on different ways to get into the yoga state, including finding the
right balance in serenity and persistence.• Yoga sutras 1.17 to 1.18 – focus on defining
samskara and samadhi – both of which are karma results on different levels.• Yoga sutras 1.19
to 1.22 – talk about the different types of seekers and the roles played by your memory, will, and
devotion during your yoga practice.• Yoga sutras 1.23 to 1.29 – Here, you will discover the
nature of God (Ishvara) and sacred sound (OM) as God's symbol and their significance on your
journey when practicing yoga.• Yoga sutras 1.30 to 1.32 – provide information about the
obstacles or challenges you may encounter as a seeker during your yoga journey.• Yoga sutras
1.33 to 1.39 – different tackle techniques for overcoming such obstacles or challenges.• Yoga
sutras 1.40 to 1.51 – support your journey towards stabilizing yourself from the obstacles,
leading to yoga's best experience through various Samadhi.Sadhana PadaThe next chapter of
the yoga sutras is the Sadhana Pada, which is all about the actual practice of the famous yoga. It
has 55 sutras, with most providing guidelines and instructions you should follow and adhere to
when practicing yoga. It describes the yoga of action called Kriya yoga and the 8-limbed yoga
(Ashtanga yoga).You can see this chapter presenting various techniques and methods designed
to remove obstacles gradually along the way. It also tackles major theoretical considerations
regarding the yogic practice. In the last part, a few steps or paths to achieving Raja yoga are
presented.To give you an overview of what you can expect from Sadhana Pada, here are some
things covered in this chapter:• Yoga sutras 2.1 to 2.2 – introduce yogis to the Kriya yoga•
Yoga sutras 2.3 to 2.9 – provide information about psychological afflictions or Kleshas• Yoga
sutras 2.10 to 2.11 – offer ways to get rid of any spiritual burden you might be dealing with•
Yoga sutras 2.12 to 2.16 – introduce you to the major causes of Klesha and their individual
origins, and their relationship to karma or your deeds and actions• Yoga sutras 2.17 to 2.26 –
let you understand how to treat the major cause of your suffering when practicing yoga,
specifically the Klesha• Yoga sutras 2.27 to 2.29 – introduce you to ashtanga yoga, which
covers 8 limbs of yoga• Yoga sutras 2.30 to 2.45 – explain everything about Niyama and
Yama• Yoga sutras 2.46 to 2.48 – describe Asana• Yoga sutras 2.49 to 2.52 – summarize the
Pranayama concept• Yoga sutras 2.53 to 2.55 – in-depth explanation of DharanaVibhuti
PadaVibhuti Pada refers to the third chapter of the yoga sutras - with around 56 included here.
This chapter is all about power, manifestation, and anticipated results, especially once you reach
the desired union. While the second chapter talked about the eight limbs, it focuses more on the



six, leaving the last two – the Samadhi and Dhyana – tackled in the third chapter.Aside from the
last two limbs discussed in this chapter, it also emphasizes how effective yoga is in empowering
the mind. It makes yogis more knowledgeable about yogic manifestations and powers. It pushes
you into the deeper progression of the practice while focusing on the mind's power to
manifest.The following are the sutras stated in Vibhuti Pada:• Yoga sutras 3.1 to 3.3 – tackle the
remaining two to three limbs of yoga• Yoga sutras 3.4 to 3.9 – define Samyama or the art of
holding together• Yoga sutras 3.10 to 3.16 – talk about Parinama or transformation and its
different types• Yoga sutras 3.17 to 3.49 – highlight the powers provided by yoga (Siddhis)•
Yoga sutras 3.50 to 3.56 – focus on liberation or KaivalyaKaivalya PadaThis last chapter, the
Kaivalya Pada, contains 34 sutras focusing on freedom or liberation, the result that all yoga
practitioners are aiming for. It was named Kaivalya, the Sanskrit equivalent of the word
detachment or isolation.It highlights the need to liberate or isolate the soul, detaching it from the
physical world's traps, so the main goal of this chapter is to let you achieve absolute,
unconditional, and complete freedom or liberation from anything worldly.The yoga sutras here
serve as tools to develop your inner experience while keeping your spirit elevated. It lets you
focus more on practicing yoga so that you will achieve wisdom and cultivate the skill of letting
inner light guide you through the current moment.• Yoga sutras 4.1 to 4.3 – cover different ways
to reach accomplishment or fulfillment• Yoga sutras 4.4 to 4.6 – discuss the ability and power of
Chitta• Yoga sutras 4.7 to 4.8 – tackle actions and deeds or actions (karma)• Yoga sutras 4.9
to 4.11 – cover explanations on what desires are and their possible consequences• Yoga
sutras 4.12 to 4.14 – highlight the Tri-Gunas• Yoga sutras 4.15 to 4.28 – provide a method to
get rid of any challenge or obstacle while trying to reach liberation• Yoga sutras 4.29 to 4.33 –
explain the many changes you will most likely encounter once you reach the phase of
liberation• Yoga sutras 4.34 – tackle the feelings associated with achieving complete liberation
(Kaivalyam)Overall, Patanjali's yoga sutras, as well as his story, encompass the development of
discipline and mental fortitude – both of which are necessary for your journey towards achieving
your desired results. Though these sutras do not cover all the other issues linked to the yoga
systems, you can still consider them as classics.These famous and classic sutras even serve as
constant sources of inspiration for all yogis, leading the somewhat never-ending interpretations
of their Sanskrit texts. By learning the in-depth meaning of each sutra, attaining your desired
genuine happiness and inner peace is possible.Chapter 2: Ashtanga Yoga: The Pre-Requisites
for SamadhiAshtanga yoga is a prominently talked about concept in Patanjali's yoga sutras.
Encompassing the eight limbs of yoga, Ashtanga is how Patanjali classifies classical yoga. You
can see these limbs set out in the sutras, still popular up to the present.You must commit to
mastering these eight limbs or practices in Ashtanga yoga to transcend suffering and identify
your real nature. Practicing all eight limbs is necessary for reaching the actual goal of yoga.
Remember these limbs follow a sequence starting from the outer (exterior) to the inner
(interior).It is an eightfold path composed of prescriptions for living a purposeful and morally
disciplined life. It is also where the yoga postures (asanas) need to form only a single limb.The



Actual Beginning of Ashtanga YogaAshtanga yoga started from the yoga sutras of Patanjali but
was further developed into a structure loved and known by many today by two yoga teachers
from India named Pattabhi Jois and Krishnamacharya. Famous for holding the title as the
grandfather of modern yoga, Krishnamacharya was Pattabhi Jois' teacher. He taught him a
sequence of postures or asanas adapted to fit a specific person while still broadly following a
similar pattern.Pattabhi, along with the other students taught by Krishnamacharya, practiced
their individual yoga sequences daily following their unique pace. Each session was under the
guidance and supervision of their teacher. Krishnamacharya slowly introduced his students to
postures that challenge them even more. He introduced new postures to them every time they
showed improvement in their endurance, flexibility, and strength.He also changed every
student's individual sequence, thereby challenging them even more. He implemented the
traditional means of learning yoga. It did not involve attending a class with a group that follows a
similar sequence. Instead, he used a more personalized and customized approach. With the
teacher's supervision, guide, and support, students moved and executed poses at their own
pace.Also called the Mysore-style ashtanga yoga, this traditional teaching approach popular in
the past often follows a one-on-one setting, allowing the teacher to prescribe a yoga sequence
depending on the student's unique needs. After learning from Krishnamacharya, Pattabhi Jois
continued applying this teaching approach to a new batch of students.He gave names to the
yoga sequences – the first of which is called the primary series. The intermediate series, and the
more advanced sequences, namely Advanced A and Advanced B, among many others,
followed the primary.Jois slowly introduced his students to the Ashtanga Yoga's primary series.
He committed to tracking a student's progress for ease in identifying readiness to move on to the
intermediate and advanced series. This specific teaching and learning setup for Ashtanga is
suitable for the ultimate purpose of the practice, which is to purify the mind and body in
accordance with your own pace.It lets you move comfortably and powerfully while eliminating
any extra on your physical and mental health that might interfere with the practice. With that, you
can easily follow the 8-fold path or the 8 limbs of yoga.What is the 8-fold Path of Yoga?When
studying yoga sutras, you will instantly discover that it comes with a collection of practices and
observances designed to guide you on your entire spiritual journey. This specific collection of
practices is classified as the 8-fold path of yoga or 8 limbs of yoga. Here they are:YamasYamas
is the first stage of the eight-fold path. It encompasses all the ethical rules practiced in Hinduism,
and you can view these rules as moral codes or imperatives. As a social behavior, it
encompasses the way you treat others, and the world surrounding you.To get past this stage
successfully, mastering the following five Yamas categorized as your moral principles is
important.• Satya, which is about truthfulness – This means staying away from falsehood or
anything that takes you away from the truth. To master this Yama, tell no lies. One example of
deviating from Satya is cheating or lying about your income tax.• Ahimsa, which tackles non-
violence – It trains you to stop harming all creatures in deeds and in thoughts. This Yama
tolerates no form of violence, whether it is in action, words, or thoughts.• Asteya, which focuses



more on non-stealing – Means practicing the habit of not stealing or even intending to steal
others' property through thoughts, speech, and action. Asteya does not just encompass material
things. It also includes intangibles, like stealing your child's opportunity to learn independence
and responsibility, which might happen if you stop him from doing something on his own.•
Brahmacharya, which is all about chastity, sexual restraint, and marital fidelity – No, this does not
mean you should practice celibacy when you become a yogi. You are free to get married and
build your own family. What this Yama means is to avoid too much self-absorption. Instead, your
focus should be to dwell in the vastness, which means seeing the divinity in everything.•
Aparigraha (which tackles non-possessiveness and non-avarice) – By mastering this specific
Yama, you can finally set yourself free from unnecessary hoarding and collecting, thereby letting
go of your greed.For instance, you must stop yourself from collecting more shoes or buying a car
on a whim. Being in this stage also means letting go of your desire to monopolize conversations
just because you want to be the center of attention. Live in simplicity and share everything,
including your space, time, and silence, instead.The practices and concepts included in this
stage of yoga's 8-fold path are necessary for attaining the last stage, which is Samadhi. These
moral codes restrain and prevent you from doing something that may hinder your personal
growth.For instance, a sutra brought up by Patanjali states that the habit of preventing yourself
from injuring others or demonstrating violence can help you abandon enmity. Once it happens,
you can perfect your outer and inner amity with all the people and things around you.NiyamaThis
second stage of the 8-fold path of yoga encompasses those principles and practices you must
live by to enjoy a happy and morally correct life. It covers a few virtuous observances and habits,
and your duties, but it also highlights the action you must do towards the outside world.It has the
prefix "ni," the Sanskrit equivalent of within or inward. Getting into this stage requires
mastering:• Shaucha, which is all about practicing purity – It is attainable by practicing the first
five Yamas, and can eradicate all your negative mental and physical states. This Niyama is also
about keeping yourself, clothing, and surroundings clean. It requires treating your body with care
and respect and ensuring that you nourish it with healthy and fresh foods.• Santosha, which
tackles contentment – This Niyama tackles the importance of finding genuine happiness with
whom you are and what you currently have. Here, you must accept yourself, taking responsibility
for your present circumstance, and finding genuine happiness by being in the moment.• Tapas,
which tackles discipline - It lets you hone critical and vital life skills, including persistence, self-
discipline, and perseverance. To achieve that, cultivate discipline not only in your mind but also
in body and speech. The main goal of building self-discipline is to have full control. It also directs
your body and mind to reach higher spiritual purposes and aims.• Svadhyaya, which involves
the study of your own self and Vedas – This specific Niyama will teach you how to introspect
your own speech, actions, and thoughts, and do a more thorough self-reflection.•
Ishvarapranidhana, which requires you to contemplate on Ishvara – helped by this Niyama, you
can understand the supreme being or god and be familiar with your true self. You can also fully
comprehend unchanging realities once you practice this Niyama.Like Yamas, the yoga sutras of



Patanjali also present ways to use each Niyama to achieve personal growth. Among the things
you can cultivate within yourself are acceptance and contentment – both of which are
instruments for genuine happiness – one that comes from within. With acceptance and
contentment, it would be easier for you to stop your desires for all sources of worldly and
material pleasures.You can practice Niyama to travel even further along your path to becoming a
yogi. It is necessary to build character throughout the process until you reach the final stage,
Samadhi.AsanaThe third state is Asana. It focuses more on practicing physical yoga postures. It
refers to the physical aspect, a vital step when trying to achieve freedom through yoga. Note that
asana is not completely about cultivating a yogi's skill to do an impressive backbend,
headstand, or any other complex poses. It specifically indicates the seat which is what you
should take when practicing meditation.Based on Patanjali's instructions, the only alignment you
must practice for asana is a comfortable and steady posture. This means doing poses that are
comfortable enough to prevent yourself from quivering.When practicing various asanas or
poses, remember that you can't classify a pose which triggers restlessness or pain as part of
yoga. Also, according to yoga sutras, it is a requirement to practice proper spinal posture by
keeping your head, chest, and neck erect every time you do sitting meditation. Your posture
should be easy and steady.Patanjali even compares the pose as resting similarly to a cosmic
serpent who is calmly in the water of infinity. While some perceive practicing asana or postures
as a form of workout or a method of staying fit, Patanjali, together with other ancient yogis,
believed that it is still crucial in preparing one's body for meditation.This is because sitting for a
long period in contemplation requires a yogi to have a cooperative and supple body. It requires
you to free your body from physical distractions, giving you full control of it as well as of your
mind.The main idea is always sitting comfortably. Try to avoid experiencing body pains and
aches or any form of discomfort as such might distract you or cause restlessness. If you do that,
you will be one step closer to attaining peace, happiness, and freedom through
yoga.PranayamaThis fourth stage of Ashtanga yoga, an essential requirement in reaching
Samadhi, is about practicing breathing techniques. The goal is to learn how to breathe so you
gain full control of your life force energy. Prana serves as the energy or life force, which you can
see existing everywhere. It flows freely through proper breathing.
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Candle Burning Rituals, Norse Paganism, and Divination (Elemental Magic), Water Magic:
Harnessing the Power of the Natural Force Found in the Ocean and Sea and the Secrets of
Celtic Witchcraft and Scottish Magick (Elemental Magic), Air Magic: Harnessing This Natural
Element in Witchcraft and Magic Using Spells, Crystals, Rituals, Herbs, Meditation, Astral
Travel, and Totems along ... with Animal Spirit Guides (Elemental Magic), Earth Magic:
Harnessing the Power of Green Witchcraft, Herbs, Plants, Essential Oils, and Natural Spells
(Elemental Magic), Samadhi: Unity of Consciousness and Existence (Existence -
Consciousness - Bliss Book 1), Wicca for Beginners: The Wiccan Magic Guide to Spells,
Candle Burning Rituals, Crystals, Herbs, Moon Magick, and Witchcraft (Spiritual Witchcraft),
Samadhi and Vastu: The Ultimate Guide to the Different Stages of Samadhi According to the
Yoga Sutras of Patanjali and Vastu Shastra for Harmonious Living (Eastern Spirituality
Teachings), Tantra Exposed: The Enlightening Path of Tantra. Unveiling the Practical Guide to
Eternal Bliss. (Serenade of Bliss Book 4), The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali: Commentary on the Raja
Yoga Sutras by Sri Swami Satchidananda, Samadhi - The Forgotten Eden: Revealing the
Ancient Yogic Art of Samadhi (Serenade of Bliss Book 1), Zen Mind, Beginner's Mind: 50th
Anniversary Edition, The Yamas & Niyamas: Exploring Yoga's Ethical Practice, The Yoga Mind:
52 Essential Principles of Yoga Philosophy to Deepen Your Practice, The Warrior's Meditation:
The Best-Kept Secret in Self-Improvement, Cognitive Enhancement, and Stress Relief, Taught
by a Master of Four Samurai Arts (Total Embodiment Method TEM)



Jamie Bee, “Intro to the Yoga Sutras and Samadhi. This book takes a deeper look at the yoga
sutras, including the different stages of samadhi and how to embody it in your life. The first part
of the book shows the sutras in Sanskrit with an English translation as well as definitions of
some key Sanskrit terms. The author chunks the sutras into groups and briefly analyzes them.
As one who is not familiar with the yoga sutras, I found them fascinating and insightful, and I
liked reading the author’s thoughts on them. The author made these somewhat ethereal
concepts down to earth and very real later in the book. While I had little knowledge before, I
came away with a solid grounding in them. I look forward to exploring them further.I received a
free copy of this book, but that did not affect my review.”

The book by Mari Silva has a rating of  5 out of 3.0. 6 people have provided feedback.

Introduction PART ONE: Introduction Chapter 1: Introduction to Yoga Sutras Chapter 2:
Ashtanga Yoga: The Pre-Requisites for Samadhi Chapter 3: Samadhi Pada: The Basics of
Samadhi PART TWO: Stages of Samadhi Chapter 4: Four Crucial Stages of Samadhi Chapter 5:
The First Stage: Savikalpa Samadhi Chapter 6: The Second Stage: Nirvikalpa Samadhi Chapter
7: The Final Stage: Dharma Megha Samadhi Chapter 8: The Path of Elevation of Awareness
Chapter 9: Kaivalya State PART THREE: Samadhi Applications in Daily Life Chapter 10: The
Benefits of Samadhi Practice Chapter 11: Training the Body and Mind Chapter 12: The
Unification of Paths Conclusion Here’s another book by Mari Silva that you might like Your Free
Gift References
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